T-Trade Group founded in 2005 is a global leader in the development, manufacturing, and
distribution of printing, imaging, and marking solutions including equipment, consumables and
maintenance. T-Trade has a depth of experience in the selection of raw materials and in its
manufacture on an industrial scale.
T-Trade Group develops partnerships with printer manufacturers and value-added resellers (VARs).
For customers, this represents a guarantee that they can approach their own customers with high
quality products, while maintaining their distribution strategy which means a long-term
relationships.
T-Trade Group is committed to partnering with customers to provide the best quality, service, and
value to fit market needs.
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The jumbo roll
We have always
given the maximum
attention to
the
quality of the raw
materials the that
we use, carrying out
controls on entry of
raw
materials,
during
production
and on the finished
product.

Cutting
This is the phase of production where the tape
from the jumbo roll is brought to a constant
tension and then cut through the cutters that
once positioned guarantee a cut of the
highest precision.
The rewinding
The tape is now rewound at a constant speed
and tension on various types of cores
(cardboard core, plastic core, core with notch,
etc.) and prepared for packaging.

The finished product
We have created an in-house research,
development and quality control on the
product in order to meet and to exceed your
expectations in terms of quality: our tapes are
completely antistatic and resistant and to the
degradation of printing (smear & scratch).
All the technology of thermal transfer
We are capable of producing to all types of
ribbon in the most varied dimensions and
lengths with more than 1.500 standard codes.

Completely ecological products and in conformity with all
the rules of the sector and respective certifications
One of our main-liability is the absolute ecological control of all we
use in the daily life. Not only the raw material like TTR corresponds to
the very selective ecological norms: ISEGA Certification. Rohs
Certification, normal solid waste disposal Certification but also the
common material like boxes or pallets are selected with a strong
attention in reference to the environmental impact.

Total compatibility
T-Trade’s ribbon is compatible with all printers present in the market.
Therefore T-Trade is able to produce ribbons of every width and
length, with cardboard or plastic core. With demand, we produce
ribbons with notches and with a particular and removable special
end-running, that all kinds of printer can recognize and to stop. The
wide range of applications allowe to offer guaranteeing products
100%. Our TTR can offer an high quality of printing, on every type of
material: paper, politene and for all industrial applications, from the
pressure of a simple line-code on a paper-label up to the pressure of
a durability-date on a trace - plastic-film,to deliver absolutely highquality pressures.

Consulting and reliability
We supply consulting on all our products and services pre and post
sale thanks to the work of highly qualified staff.

Transfer Trade TTR are the ideal choice for labelling marking
and coding products. Our TTR offer excellent print quality
combined with high durability on a broad range of labels
and packaging substrates.
Transfer Trade TTR Main features:
Exceptional printing quality assures crisp, clear, durable imprints
Long ribbon lengths and fast print speeds up to 1.000 mm/sec
(40 ips) for maximize efficiency
Reliable shipping and customizable packaging ensure the right
ribbon for the right printer
Ribbons in black, white, gold, silver and 9 other colors
Compatible with all the major digital printers/coders.
Cost effective OEM compatible ribbons
Standard plastic cores and cardboard cores for even more savings
Custom sizes to maximize ribbon usage
Fast print speeds

Our History
2010 acquisition of Baltea SpA, a subsidiary of Olivetti, the only
company in the production of thermal transfer ribbons in Italy and
one of the largest in the world.
With Baltea Transfer Trade acquires dozens of specific machinery for
the processing of the transfer ribbon that added to the already
existing equipment positioned us as the most structured company in
the European industry.

We manufacture a wide range of labels : vellum, coated paper uncoated paper PLP, Pet PLC ,BOPP
Linerless etc.
Our manufacturing flexibility allows us to offer short-run, high-volume, customized or standard products.
Our equipment is optimized for quick changeover and scalability. We are committed to continuous
improvement and operation excellence.
The flexibility we've built into our manufacturing process provides you with products that not only perform
as required, but also give you a strategic competitive edge.
It’s our commitment to continue to work with our customer and suppliers to support sustainability
initiatives by:
•Developing enviro-friendly products which utilize environmentally-friendly materials and water-based
adhesives
•Reviewing packaging options to minimize waste
•Focusing on the re-use of pallets and packaging supplies
•Being active in raw material recycling programs
•Reduce consumption of paper ( Labels with liner in PP-30 or Linerless Technology )
•Reduce utility consumption (electric, gas, water)
•Reduce the use of packaging materials
•Increase opportunities for the re-use of manufacturing supplies in-house and between
suppliers and customers.

We manufacture a wide range of Linerless Rolls : Linerless Thermal Paper , Linerless Thermal BOPP,
Linerless BOPP for Thermal Transfer.
We manufacture consumables for our Linerless Printers and for all printers and scales of the competitors

New communication and packaging system
Drastic reduction of labeling costs, equipments,
storage, spaces, operating costs, etc.
Great productivity growth
Elimination of the use of paper to label
Zero cellulose use
Zero silicone paper use to be disposed
Maximum cost saving
TT-PS200 is a printer-sealer with a unique technology in the world,
which is patented by T-TRADE.
With TT-PS200 the taping unit and the labeling unit are together in a
single solution, so that the packaging line is shortened with
economic benefits, related to space and logistic saving.
When the case is sealed with the adhesive tape, two labels are
visible on two sides, as well as the description on the top. This gives
a huge advantage to logistics for the management and
traceability of the box.
Printing on tape allows us to customize our box with varying data,
which were previously impossible to be printed because of the
space taken by these information. Now date, batch no., address,
general info, promotional messages etc., all become available.
By printing unique and unrepeatable data, the check of shipping
documents is very simple and it creates a security sealing without
any possibility to tamper with the package.
Thanks to this Security System, the negotiation with the Carriers
and, consequently, with the Insurance Companies, becomes
much stronger. The sealing of the package becomes a guarantee
instrument.
The usual attentive ecological culture of T-Trade Group hits the
target once again: with TT-PS200 there is no use of label and
silicon paper, totally avoiding their disposal or recycling.
Dimensions TT-PS 200:

Box dimensions:

Width:

642mm.

Width:

min. 170 mm – max 500 mm

Length:

1.100mm.

Height:

min. 160 mm – max 500 mm

Height from the ground of 600mm worktop adjustable up to + 100mm.

Length:

min. 180 mm – max .800 mm

Power:

220 – 230 V. 50 – 60 Hz.

Width Roll BOPP (tape):

min. 50 mm./max 75 mm.

Power consumption :

200 watt

Lenght Roll BOPP (tape):

900 mt.

Lenght TTR Ribbon :

450 mt.

Color:

Blue paint

USB and Ethernet ports for data labeling
Feed speed box:

21 M/1' ( meter /minute )

What’s GT-ONE?
The linerless printer TT-GT One is a part of our Linerless
technology and it goes over the technological limit caused by
the use of the thermal paper labels.
In fact, TT-GT One is the only printer in the GDO (LOD) field that
works with Linerless Thermal Paper and Linerless Thermal Transfer
Technology and therefore it is able to print onto several material
with no need of any support (liner), enabling to separate them
without the use of any type of cutters.
T-Trade Group Linerless technology eliminates the use of the
common paper labels and move to a new concept where
recyclable materials are printed, making them (such as plastic
bags, trays, etc.) fully recyclable without residuals to be
disposed.
The “Labels of the Future” produced by TT-GT One have
adaptable sizes, double printing autonomy and allow shortened
machines downtimes with a product that is

100 % ecologically friendly
The linerless printer GT One, with a max print width of 3” and a
length range from few mm to more than 150 mm, can keep the
contact with the shop desk, reporting any machine stops longer
than standard downtimes, as well as let us choose a color print
(instead of black) for our “Label of the Future” and so much
more…

T-Trade Group has realized an innovative Linerless Print
Apply able to definitely change the environmental
impact which is due to a special waste
disposal, as it is the backing paper (silicone paper);
further to that, dramatically reducing the manufacturing
costs.

Why TT-PA 150 TOP :
TT-PA 150 TOP avoid completely the waste generation. The positive environmental impact
couple with the consequent disappearing of the need forspace where to store the
specialwaste (backing paper), its handling, accounting and disposal.
TT- PA 150 TOP can work with linerless label reels having diameter up to 300 mm, allowing a
number of labels three times bigger than how it would be available with traditional label reels;
so, a drastic reduction on the machine down time, and the result of a strong increase of the
productivity.
Having a triple number of labels per reel, it will be necessary to store a third of these goods,
therefore less inventoryspace.
If a different label length is needed, with a traditional system it’s necessary to stop the
machine and to change the labels reel .
With TT-PA 150 TOP it’s possible to do this operation simply changing the settings on the
machine, without stopping it. With our system the productivity increases and the labels lying in
the warehouse decrease, drastically reducing the labels handling time.

